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The extent to which continental deformation is localized along major faults (block-like),
or continuously distributed (fluid- like), has been debated for decades. This dispute has
centered on the kinematics of the Himalayan-Tibetan collision zone, and particularly
whether the Altyn Tagh Fault (ATF) slips at ~10 or ~30 mm/yr. This active, left-slip
fault, which is as long as the San Andreas Fault, is the most important structure
accommodating Indo-Asian convergence north of the Himalayas and extends for over
1300 km along the north-western margin of the Tibetan Plateau. Here we use ^14 C
dates from faulted Holocene landforms (fluvial terrace risers) to determine the first
tightly bracketed millennial slip rate for the ATF, and in particular, show that the fault
slipped at only 9-13 mm/yr over the last 6-4 ka. This result is incompatible with models
in which continental deformation is localized on a few fast-slipping faults, and when
combined with GPS and geologic observations, also fails to support models in which
deformation is continuously distributed. As a result, we propose a new model of
continental deformation in which first-order faults like the ATF define long- lived and
steadily slipping domain boundaries with minimal earthquake clustering, whereas the
domain interiors are broken into blocks by second-order faults that slip episodically, with
strongly clustered seismicity. Although deformation in the domain interiors appears
block-like at decadal to centennial time scales, migration of slip within the network of
secondary faults continuously reorganizes the block boundaries, producing transient
block geometries that are constantly morphing. This model reconciles previous views of
continental tectonism by explaining how deformation can simultaneously appear both
block-like and distributed.
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